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About This Game

A Virtual Reality Cricket Game for the HTC Vive that emerges you right in the heart of the cricketing action. You find yourself
in the middle facing a variety of bowlers from fast paced seam to off spin and leg spin as you try to hit a record score and join

the Honours Board.

Play against friends in this immersive environment taking it in turns to out do each others scores.

Features include:

- Village, County and International options for difficulty levels
- Slow, Medium, Fast Medium, Fast, Off Spin and Leg Spin bowling options

- In game crowd noise and reaction to shots
- Digital score board showing latest scores

- Honours board showing all time highest scores
- Separate view for friends watching on a screen that shows bowling MPH, strike rate, team total etc...

- Left and Right hand settings
- Varying speed, line and length from each bowler

A very enjoyable and realistic batting challenge for any cricket fan with more features being added all the time. The game
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makes use of the HTC Vive's hand held controllers to put a realistic bat in your hands so you feel like you're actually batting,
rather than playing a computer game with a traditional controller.
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Title: Balls! Virtual Reality Cricket
Genre: Sports
Developer:
Karl Binder, David Nestoruk
Publisher:
stickee
Release Date: 7 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10, 64 bit

Graphics: GTX 970 and above

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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It is a game were you are the spy and the smiper and you have to do both things at once. This game is confusing, the spy as to go
around the partys completing objectives while the snipers have to assassinate all the other spys, and best of all, the screen is
black except through the scope. It is really confusing for some people while others could catch on really quickly. do i
recommend it? Depends. Watch a video on youtube and see if you could like it.. I didn't mind the bland designs. I played past
the repetitive gameplay. I wasn't totally bored by the same music track played over and over. I was somewhat amused by the
hokey story and characters. I even didn't mind the small choice of weapons and towers and their abilities. What really caused me
to give it a thumbs down was the tower cap of 12. 12?! What TD game has a cap on how many towers you can put up? This
could've been fun but when the enemies get stronger and your strategic hands are tied with caps I gave up. Aside from that, I got
annoyed by the lack of areas that the towers can be constructed on and the crappy controls getting them into spots. It's a shame
really. This could've been fun. I'm a BIG TD game fan and I cannot recommend this. 4\/10.. Silo is an exceptional bit of
software... I've been using Silo for several year both for personal work and commercially on many game projects.

The biggest use of Silo for me yet was the block out of a huge amount of the open world in the Xbox 360 title Crackdown. I
used Silo almost exclusively to produce the base models for the areas that were exported into Max, textured and polished and
then put into the game editor.

Silo is still my go to low poly and character modelling tool. When used in conjustion with other tools such as Blender it produces
an excellent pipline.. TLDR: Highly feature-rich idler that can hold its own keeping you at your keyboard as much, if not more
than AFK idle-mode.

There's a surpising amount of things to do, quest for, and micro-manage to keep a player involved in this game. So much so that
the asking price is a bargain.

There's dozens of unique adventurer types to recruit and collect, as well as villagers. You also need to build up the town, and
mass craft items from discovered recipes to sell in order to make money...all the while hoping that a useable legendary item will
be produced.

Lots of character customization from enhanceable active and passive traits. Diablo-style randomized stats on gear. Socketable
gems to further enhance gear and player abilities. Refundable experience points for when you replace lower grade adventurer
types with more powerful versions.

A lot of thought went into this game. it's not a simple cash-grab. It truly is an adventure RPG that tries to toss in all the bells and
whistles in a well-designed cohesive playing experience at a price that is a bargain in itself.

Highly recommended. You'll definitely get way more than your money's worth with this title.. Just when you think you get a
break and can get a leg up a bunch of runners pop up from sewers nearby and next card drawn gives them extra turn. Runners
proceed to feast on our team's shredded corpses... another attempt at clearing mission 01 bites the dust.

The game is really well done, game mechanics is well balanced (towards zombies :) ) and it really plays into atmosphere of what
zombie apocalypse should feel like!. I don't really like this game much, it lacks polish and is showing signs of being a low
budget title. My wife really loves it though, so I have no choice other than giving it a thumbs up rating :). I have a love\/hate with
this game, I love the game but it scares the heck outta me.

I can't play it :
Several hours before bed
For more than 20 minutes at a time
If it's dark out
If it's dusk or dawn

If you like jump scares and being on constant alert , you will love this game.
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i just wanted to be the first reveiw. Like in City Skylines I'm rubbish at economics and making a profit but A-Train seems even
harder to make money. So I stuck it in sandbox mode and just practiced building and making timetables and routes and I've
never played it as a serious game since.
That's not to say it's not a great game. If you are like me and just enjoy planning and construction and making pretty cities and
watching them grow then its the best game going.
I set a big map, started in the middle and worked my way out. It's now months old and the map is almost full.
It's a great way to relax for an hour, working on lines and routes and watching it grow.
It would be nice if saved maps synced with your other devices. I play both on the PC and on my laptop and I have to copy the
saves across if I want to work on a map on another device.
Apart from that it's a great game and one I will be playing a long long time.. Awesome cool little game, just cleared the first
chapter and still have plenty to do.
Also loved the soundtrack!. I'm very sure the editor is only contributed for his well-efforted ''preface'', as the entire book is just
copied from someone who's translated, like, more than a century ago. but even then, I cannot recommend this.

for the quality of book itself is quite horrible. there are so many typo which is spelling wrong with character's names like
"Rollant" or "Rollanz", "Oliver" or "Olivier". one of the laughable example is "... violated Temple of Salomon, ..." and you
heard me right, I said literally what it's written at there.

just play the game, not buying this book from here. or maybe you can buy one from actual bookstore.. better than witcher and
elder scrolls combined. Straight forward game, endless runner in a car
Where you run over endless zombies.
Simple click mouse button to move back and forth like a bumper car.
But for the price its totally not a bad little time.

I always am up for killing zombies!. Some pants were easy to find, but some were hard. Even after locating some of the pants, it
was challenging to get them. I liked being able to enjoy some success easily, and yet there were also things to do and enjoy that
took more effort. I was entertained by it and would recomend it to others.. great DLC but I seem to get stuck on the train tracks
trying to get over them. is there a fix?. I love this game.

In short, between the various endings, both romantic and which character is ultimatle given power, it's very replayable. It has
funny dialogue, good characters that are consistent and charming (for once, I found all of the romantic options to be good) and a
really fun playing system that's very unique to this game. You end up hating the villian (letting you find out who that is for
yourself) so much but in the way the writers intended. The art style is a perfect balance between being too cartoony and trying
too hard to look real and failing. It's a fun, funny game with a mystery, a good progtagonist and very fun to replay between the
different endings and the different way you can socialize.
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